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ABSTRACT. We study the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity of the module of Koszul cy-
clesZt(I ,M) of a homogeneous idealI in a polynomial ringS with respect to a graded
moduleM in the homological positiont ∈N. Under mild assumptions on the base field we
prove in Theorem 3.1 that regZt(I ,S) is a subadditive function oft when dimS/I = 0. For
Borel-fixed idealsI ,J we prove in Theorem 4.4 that regZt(I ,S/J)≤ t(1+ regI)+ regS/J,
a result already announced in [BCR2] by Bruns, Conca and Römer.

INTRODUCTION

Let S be a polynomial ring over a fieldK, say of characteristic 0 for simplicity. Let
I ⊂ Sbe a homogeneous ideal ofSandM a finitely generated graded module. Denote by
regM the Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity ofM. Denote byK(I ,M) the Koszul complex
associated to a minimal system of generators ofI with coefficients inM. Let Zt(I ,M)
be theS-module of cycles of homological positiont of K(I ,M). If there is no danger of
confusion, we simply denote byZt the moduleZt(I ,S). By constructionZ1 is the first
syzygy module ofI and so by definition we have

regZ1 = 1+ regI

unlessI is principal (in that caseZ1 = 0 and it has regularity−∞ by convention).
Our study of regularity bounds for the Koszul cycles and homology has its motivations

and origin in the work of Green [G] who proved (among other things) a regularity bound
for the Koszul homology of the powers of the maximal ideal in a polynomial ring. Green’s
result gives a bound for the degrees of the syzygies of the Veronese varieties. In [BCR1]
and [BCR2] better regularity bounds for Koszul cycles and homology have been proved
and that led to an improvement of our understanding of the syzygies of Veronese varieties.
In particular, generalizing results of [BCR1], in [BCR2, Prop.3.2] it is shown that

(1) regZt(I ,M)≤ t(1+ regI)+ reg(M)

holds for everyt when dimM/IM ≤ 1 and examples are given showing that Eq.(1) does
not hold in general. It is also asked in [BCR2] whether the inequality

(2) regZt ≤ t(regI +1)

does hold in general. In this paper we give examples showing that Eq.(2) does not hold
in general but we show that in two special cases variants of Eq.(1) and Eq.(2) do hold. In
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details, we show that if dimS/I = 0 then

(3) regZs+t ≤ regZs+ regZt

holds for alls andt. And we also prove that

(4) regZt(I ,S/J)≤ t(regI +1)+ reg(S/J)

holds wheneverI and J are Borel-fixed ideals. This result was already announced in
[BCR2, Thm.3.8].

1. GENERALITIES

In this section we collect notation and general facts about Koszul complexes. As a gen-
eral reference for facts concerning Koszul complex and homology the reader can consult
for instance Bruns and Herzog [BH, Chap.1].

Let S= K[x1, . . . ,xn] be a polynomial ring over a fieldK. The maximal homoge-
neous ideal(x1, . . . ,xn) of S is denoted bymS or just by m. Let I ⊂ S be an ideal
minimally generated by homogeneous polynomialsf1, . . . , fm. Denote byK(I ,S) the
Koszul complex associated to theS-linear mapφ : F = ⊕S(−degfi) → S defined by
φ(ei) = fi . Given a gradedS-moduleM we setK(I ,M) = K(I ,S)⊗M. We consider both
K(I ,S) andK(I ,M) graded complexes with maps of degrees 0. We have decompositions
K(I ,S) =

⊕m
t=0Kt(I ,S) =

∧•F andK(I ,M) =
⊕m

t=0Kt(I ,M) =
∧•F ⊗M. The complex

K(I ,M) can be seen as a graded module over the exterior algebraK(I ,S). Fora∈ K(I ,S)
andb∈ K(I ,M) the multiplication will be denoted bya.b. The differential ofK(I ,S) and
K(I ,S) will be denoted simply byφ and it satisfies

φ(a.b) = φ(a).b+(−1)sa.φ(b)

for all a∈ Ks(I ,S) andb∈ K(I ,M). We letZt(I ,M), Bt(I ,M), Ht(I ,M) denote the cycles,
the boundaries and the homology in homological positiont and setZ(I ,M) =⊕Zt(I ,M)
and so on. One knows thatZ(I ,S) is a (graded-commutative)S-subalgebra ofK(I ,S)
and thatB(φ ,R) is a homogeneous ideal ofZ(I ,S) so that the homologyH(I ,S) is it-
self a (graded-commutative)S-algebra. More generally,Z(I ,M) is aZ(I ,S)-module. We
will denote byZs(I ,S)Zt(I ,M) the image of the multiplication mapZs(I ,S)⊗Zt(I ,M)→
Zs+t(I ,M). Similarly, Z1(I ,S)t will denote the image of the map

∧t Z1(I ,S)→ Zt(I ,S).
By construction, Koszul cycles, boundaries and homology have an induced graded

structure. An index on the left of a graded module always denotes the selection of the
homogeneous component of that degree.

Denote by{e1, . . . ,em} the canonical basis of the freeS-moduleF = ⊕S(−degfi), so
that degei = degfi . Givenu = {u1, . . . ,us} ⊂ [m] with u1 < u2 < · · ·< us we writeeu for
the corresponding basis elementeu1 ∧ ·· · ∧eus of

∧sF . Alternatively we use the symbol
[ fu1, . . . , fus] to denoteeu which is a homogeneous element of degree∑i degfui .

Any elementg ∈
∧sF ⊗M can be written uniquely asg = ∑eu ⊗mu with mu ∈ M

where the sum is over the subsets of cardinalitys of [m]. If mu = 0 then we will say that
eu does not appear ing. For everyg∈ Ks+t(I ,M) and for everyu ⊂ [m] with s= #u we
have a unique decomposition

(5) g= au(g)+eu.bu(g)
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with au(g) ∈ Ks+t(I ,M) andbu(g) ∈ Kt(I ,M) provided we require thatej does not appear
in au(g) wheneverj ⊃ u and thatev does not appear inbu(g) wheneverv∩u ̸= /0. With
the notation above in [BCR2, Lemma 2.2 and 2.4] it is proved that:

Lemma 1.1.
(1) If g ∈ Zs+t(I ,M) then bu(g) ∈ Zt(I ,M) for everyu with s= #u.
(2) The assignment

βt(g) = ∑
u

eu ⊗bu(g)

where the sum is over theu ⊂ [m] with #u = s gives a homomorphism

βt : Zs+t(I ,M)→ Zs(I ,Zt(I ,M))

of S-modules.
(3) The assignment

αt(∑
i

ai ⊗gi) = ∑
i

ai .gi

gives a homomorphism
αt : Zs(I ,Zt(I ,M))→ Zs+t(I ,M)

of S-modules.
(4) The compositionαt ◦βt is the multiplication by the

(t+s
s

)
. Hence Zs+t(I ,M) is a direct

summand of Zs(I ,Zt(I ,M)) as an S-module provided
(t+s

s

)
is invertible in K.

An easy but interesting fact:

Lemma 1.2. Let s, t ∈ N. With the notation introduced above one has

Zs(I ,Zt(I ,S)) = Zt(I ,Zs(I ,S))

where both sets are interpreted as subsets of∧sF ⊗∧tF.

Proof. Let
g= ∑

α,β
aα,β eα ⊗eβ ∈ ∧sF ⊗∧tF

whereaα,β ∈ Sandα varies in the set of subsets of cardinalitys on [m] andβ varies in
the set of subsets of cardinalityt on [m]. One hasg∈ Zs(I ,∧tF)) if and only if

∑
α,β

aα,β φ(eα)⊗eβ = 0

that is,

∑
α

aα,β φ(eα) = 0 for everyβ

that is

(6) ∑
α

aα,β eα ∈ Zs(I ,R) for everyβ

Furthermoreg∈ ∧sF ⊗Zt(I ,S) if and only if

(7) ∑
β

aα,β eβ ∈ Zt(I ,S) for everyα
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It follows that g ∈ Zs(I ,Zt(I ,S) if and only if Eq.(6) and Eq.(7) hold. Symmetrically,
g ∈ Zt(I ,∧sF)) if and only if Eq.(7) holds andg ∈ Zt(I ,S)⊗∧tF if and only if Eq.(6)
holds. �

Remark 1.3. As the proof shows the statement of Lemma 1.2 holds for every Noetherian
ring.

The following result allows us, when studying Eq.(1), to assume that the ideals we deal
with have a linear resolution.

Proposition 1.4. Let I be a homogeneous ideal and M a graded S-module. Let d= regI
and set J= (Id) (so thatregJ = d). Then Eq.(1) holds for I and M and every i if it holds
for J and M and every i.

In order to prove Proposition 1.4 we need some auxiliary results. To this end we intro-
duce a piece of notation. Given a sequence of homogeneous polynomialsf = f1, . . . , fm
we will denote byK(f,M) the Koszul complex associated to the sequencef with coeffi-
cients inM. And we denote byZ(f,M) the cycles and so on. Note that here we do not
assume that thefi are a minimal system of generators of the ideal they generate.

We have:

Lemma 1.5. Let I = (f) and g1, . . . ,gv ∈ I. Set g = g1, . . . ,gv. Then regZi(f,M) ≤
regZi(f,g,M).

Proof. By induction onv, it is enough to prove the statement forv= 1. The assertion is
obvious sinceZi(f,g,M)≃ Zi(f,M)⊕Zi−1(f,M)(−degg1). �

Lemma 1.6. Let I = (f) and let a1, . . . ,av ∈ N. Let gi ∈ I : mai
S . Setg= g1, . . . ,gv. Then

regZi(f,g,M)≤ max{regZi−#D(f,M)+ ∑
j∈D

(a j +degg j) : D ⊆ {1, . . . ,v} and#D ≤ i}.

Proof. By induction onv, it is enough to prove the statement forv = 1. Seta = a1 and
g= g1. Let α : Zi(f,g,M)→ Zi−1(f,M)(−degg) be the map defined byα(h) = h1 where
h= h0+em+1h1 with h0 ∈Ki(f,M). Setp= a+degg+ regZi−1(f,M). We claim thatα is
surjective in degrees≥ p. Let h1 ∈ Zi−1(f,M)(−degg) with degh1 ≥ p. In other words,
h1 has degree≥ a+regZi−1(f,M) as an element ofZi−1(f,M). That is,h1 ∈maZi−1(f,M).
Hence

gh1 ∈ gmaZi−1(f,M)⊂ IZi−1(f,M)⊂ Bi−1(f,M).

Therefore it existsw∈ Ki(f,M) such thatφ(w) = gh1. This implies that−w+em+1h1 ∈
Zi(f,g,M) and henceα(−w+em+1h1) = h1. It follows that the complex

0→ Zi(f,M)→ Zi(f,g,M)→ Zi−1(f,M)(−degg)→ 0

is exact in degrees≥ p. We deduce that:

regZi(f,g,M)≤ max{p, regZi(f,M), regZi−1(f,M)+degg}= max{p, regZi(f,M)}.

�

We are now ready to prove Proposition 1.4:
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Proof of 1.4.Let g1, . . . ,gv be the minimal generators ofI of degree< d and let f1, . . . , fm
be the generators ofId. Setf = f1, . . . , fm, g= g1, . . . ,gv. Since the sequencef,g contains
a minimal system of generators ofI by Lemma 1.5 we have regZi(I ,M)≤ regZi(f,g,M).
Sincegim

d−deggi ⊂ (Id) = J we may use Lemma 1.6 and get

regZi(I ,M)≤ regZi(f,g,M)≤ max{ jd+ regZi− j(J,M) : j ≤ i}.
But, by assumption,

regZi− j(J,M)≤ (i − j)(regJ+1)+ regM = (i − j)(d+1)+ regM.

It follows that

regZi(I ,M)≤ max{ jd+(i− j)(d+1)+ regM : j ≤ i}= i(d+1)+ regM.

�

2. EXAMPLES

We present in this section some examples of ideals which do not satisfy the inequality
Eq.(2). They are all defined by cubics, with a linear resolution and the failure of Eq.(2)
comes from the fact that some boundaries are minimal generators of the module of 2-nd
cycles.

Example 2.1. Let I be the ideal of the minors of size 3 of a 3× 5 matrix X = (xi j ) of
variables andS= K[xi j ] so that regI = 3. The moduleZ2 = Z2(I ,S) (computed with Co-
CoA [Co]) has 105 generators of degree 8 and 50 generators of degree 9. The generators
of degree 9 are indeed boundaries (i.e. the homology in generated in degree 8). The Betti
table ofZ2 is

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
8 : 105 90 21 − − − −
9 : 50 225 420 420 240 75 10

So we have that regZ2 = 9> 2(regI +1) = 8.

Example 2.2. Let J be the ideal of the leading terms of the idealI of Example 2.1 with
respect to a diagonal term order, i.e.J= (x1i1x2i2x3i3 : 1≤ i1 < i2 < i3 ≤ 5). Then regJ= 3
andZ2 = Z2(J,S) has minimal generators of degree 9 that boundaries (i.e. the homology
in generated in degree≤ 8). The Betti table ofZ2 is

0 1 2 3 4
7 : 3 − − − −
8 : 102 101 42 12 2
9 : 6 21 27 15 3

So we have that regZ2 = 9> 2(regJ+1) = 8.

Example 2.3.Consider the ideals

J1 = (x1x2x3,x1x4x6,x3x4x5,x4x5x6,x1x2x6,x1x3x4,x2x3x5)

and
J2 = (x2x3x6,x1x2x6,x1x3x5,x1x4x5,x3x5x6,x1x2x5,x3x4x6).
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They have both a linear resolution. The Betti tables of the correspondingZ2(Ji ,S) are,
respectively,

0 1 2 3
8 : 36 27 6 −
9 : 1 3 3 1

and
0 1 2 3

7 : 2 − − −
8 : 30 21 4 −
9 : 1 3 3 1

so that regZ2(Ji ,S) = 9 > 8 = 2(regJi + 1). In both cases the generator of degree 9 of
Z2 is a boundary, corresponding to the triplet{x2x3x5,x1x2x6,x4x5x6} in the first case and
{x3x4x6,x1x4x5,x1x2x6} in the second.

3. THE 0-DIMENSIONAL CASE

The goal of this section is to prove the following

Theorem 3.1.AssumedimS/I = 0 and the characteristic of K is either0 or > s+ t. Then

regZs+t ≤ regZs+ regZt

holds.

Indeed we prove

Proposition 3.2. Let S be a polynomial ring of characteristic0 or > s+ t. Assume that
M is graded, finitely generated withdepthM > 0 anddimS/I = 0. Then

regZs+t(I ,M)≤ regZt + regZs(I ,M).

Proof. First note that since by Lemma 1.1Zs+t(I ,M) is a direct summand ofZt(I ,Zs(I ,M))
we have

regZs+t(I ,M)≤ regZt(I ,Zs(I ,M)).

The canonical mapf : Zt ⊗Zs(I ,M)→ Zt(I ,Zs(I ,M) becomes an isomorphism when lo-
calized at a relevant homogeneous prime because dimS/I = 0. Hencef has 0-dimensional
kernel and cokernel. SinceZt(I ,Zs(I ,M) is a submodule of a direct sum of copies ofM it
has positive depth. It follows that regZt(I ,Zs(I ,M) ≤ regZt ⊗Zs(I ,M). We observe that
TorS1(Zt ,N) has Krull dimension 0 for everyS-moduleN becauseZt is free when localized
at a relevant homogeneous prime. So we may apply [C, Cor.3.4] or [EHU, Cor.3.1] and
get regZt ⊗Zs(I ,M)≤ regZt + regZs(I ,M) and this concludes the proof. �

Now Theorem 3.1 is a special case (M = S) of Proposition 3.2. We may deduce from
Theorem 3.1 the following corollary concerning the regularity of Koszul homology.

Corollary 3.3. Let S be a polynomial ring of characteristic0 or > s+ t. Assume I is a
homogeneous ideal withdimS/I = 0. Set hi = regHi(I ,S). We have: Then

hs+t ≤ s+ t +1+ regI +max{h j − j : j < s}+max{h j − j : j < r}.
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Proof. Set zi = regZi(I ,S) and bi = regBi(I ,S). SinceI has dimension 0 and annihi-
lates Hi(I ,S) we havehi ≤ zi + regI − 1. On the other hand, the standard short ex-
act sequences relating Koszul cycles, boundaries and homologies, givezi = bi−1+ 1 ≤
max{zi−1+1,hi−1+2}. Hence

zi ≤ 1+ i +max{h j − j : j < i}.

It follows that

hs+t ≤ zs+t + regI −1≤ zs+zt + regI −1
≤ s+1+max{h j − j : j < s}+ r +1+max{h j − j : j < r}+ regI −1.

�

Remark 3.4. In the proof of Proposition 3.2 it is shown that for everts, t one has

regZs+t ≤ regZs(I ,Zt)≤ reg(Zs⊗Zt)≤ regZs+ regZt

provided dimS/I = 0. The three inequalities are strict in general and this happens already
for regular sequences.

(1) Fors= t = 1, S=Q[a,b,c,d,e], andI = (a2,b2,c2,d2,e2) one has regZ1 = 7 and

regZ2 = 8< regZ1(I ,Z1) = 11< reg(Z1⊗Z1) = 13< regZ1+ regZ1 = 14.

(2) If dim S< 5 then TorS1(Zs,Zt) = TorS5(Cs−1,Ct−1) = 0 whereCi is the cokernel
of K(I ,S) in position i. Hence the resolution ofZs⊗Zt is the tensor product of
the resolution ofZs with that ofZt . It follows that reg(Zs⊗Zt) = regZs+ regZt .
The other two inequalities can be strict also for dimS< 5. For instance, with
I = (a2,b2,c2) ⊂ Q[a,b,c] one has regZ2 = 6, regZ1(I ,Z1) = 9, reg(Z1 ⊗ Z1) =
2regZ1 = 10.

4. BOREL-FIXED IDEALS

In this section, we prove Eq.(4) for Borel-fixed ideals. Throughout this section, we
assume that the characteristic ofK is 0. Let GLn(K) be the general linear group with
coefficients inK. Any ϕ = (ai j ) ∈ GLn(K) induces an automorphism ofS, again denoted
by ϕ,

ϕ
(

f (x1, . . . ,xn)
)
= f

(
n

∑
k=1

ak1xk, . . . ,
n

∑
k=1

aknxk

)
for any f ∈ S. A monomial idealI ⊂ S is said to beBorel-fixedif ϕ(I) = I for any upper
triangular matrixϕ ∈GLn(K). It is well-known that a monomial idealI ⊂Sis Borel-fixed
if and only if, for any monomialf x j ∈ I and for anyi < j, one hasf xi ∈ I . For a monomial
idealI , we writeG(I) for the set of minimal monomial generators ofI .

From now on, we fix Borel-fixed idealsI andJ with G(I) = { f1, f2, . . . , fm} and con-
sider the Koszul complexK(I ,S/J) =

∧•F ⊗S/J, whereF =
⊕m

i=1S(−degfi). Since
Proposition 1.4 says that we may assume thatI is generated in a single degree to prove
Eq.(4), we assume degf1 = · · ·= degfm.

Let ϕ ∈ GLn(K) be an upper triangular matrix. Sinceϕ(J) = J, ϕ induces an au-
tomorphism ofS/J defined byϕ(h+ J) = ϕ(h) + J. Also, for each fi ∈ G(I), since
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φ(I) = I we can writeϕ( fi) = ∑m
j=1ci j f j , whereci j ∈ K, in a unique way. We define

ϕ(ei) = ∑m
j=1ci j ej , and define theK-linear map

ϕ̃ : Kt(I ,S/J)→ Kt(I ,S/J)

by ϕ̃(eu1∧·· ·∧eut ⊗h) = ϕ(eu1)∧·· ·∧ϕ(eut )⊗ϕ(h). Then, it is clear that̃ϕ ◦φ = φ ◦ ϕ̃,
whereφ is the differential ofK(I ,S/J). Thus we have

Lemma 4.1. With the same notation as above,ϕ̃(Zt(I ,S/J))⊂ Zt(I ,S/J).

Note thatϕ̃ is actually bijective and̃ϕ(Zt(I ,S/J)) = Zt(I ,S/J). But we do not use this
fact in the proof.

Next, we introduce a term order on
∧t F . We refer the readers to [CLO] for the ba-

sics on Gr̈obner basis theory for submodules of free modules. Let>rev be the degree
reverse lexicographic order induced by the orderingx1 > · · · > xn. We consider the or-
dering≻ for the basis elements of

∧t F defined byei1 ∧ ·· · ∧eit ≻ ej1 ∧ ·· · ∧ejt , where
i1 < · · · < it and j1 < · · · < jt , if (i) fi1 · · · fit <rev f j1 · · · f jt or (ii) fi1 · · · fit = f j1 · · · f jt
andxi1 · · ·xit >rev x j1 · · ·x jt . Then we define the term order> on the freeS-module

∧t F
defined byeuv> eu′v

′, wherev andv′ are monomials, if (i)eu ≻ eu′, or (ii) eu = eu′ and
v>rev v′. For g= ∑l

k=1ckeukvk, where eachck ∈ K \ {0} and eachvk is a monomial, let
in>(g) = max>{v1eu1, . . . ,vl eul} be the initial term ofg with respect to>, and for a sub-
moduleN ⊂

∧t F , let in>(N) = ⟨in>(g) : g∈ N⟩ be the initial module ofN with respect
to>.

SinceJ is a monomial ideal, we can extend the above order> to the freeS/J-module
Kt(I ,S/J) =

∧t F ⊗S/J in a natural way. Thus, we call an elementv+J such thatv is a
monomial ofS which is not inJ a monomial ofS/J, and extend the term order onS to
S/J by identifying v+ J andv. SinceZt(I ,S/J) is a submodule ofKt(I ,S/J), its initial
module can be written as

in>

(
Zt(I ,S/J)

)
=

⊕
u⊂[m], #u=t

eu ⊗Lu/J,(8)

whereLu ⊂ S is a monomial ideal which containsJ.

Lemma 4.2. The monomial ideal Lu in Eq.(8) is Borel-fixed.

Proof. Let vxj ∈ Lu be a monomial which is not inJ. We prove thatvxi ∈ Lu for anyi < j
with vxi ̸∈ J. Let ϕ ∈ GLn(K) be a general upper triangular matrix and letg∈ Zt(I ,S/J)
with in>(g) = eu ⊗vxj . Write

g= eu ⊗h+ ∑
eu′≺eu

eu′ ⊗hu′ ,

where eachhu′ ∈ S/J and in>rev(h) = vxj . Then, sinceϕ is upper triangular,̃ϕ(g) can be
written as

ϕ̃(g) = eu ⊗cϕ(h)+ ∑
eu′≺eu

eu′ ⊗h′u′,

wherec∈ K \{0} and eachh′u′ ∈ S/J. By Lemma 4.1,̃ϕ(g)∈ Zt(I ,S/J). SinceZt(I ,S/J)
is Zn-graded, for each monomialw which appears inϕ(h), there is an elementgw ∈
Zt(I ,S/J) such that in>(gw) = eu ⊗w. On the other hand, sinceϕ is general,vxi appears
in ϕ(h) for any i < j with vxi ̸∈ J. These facts prove the desired statement. �
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Lemma 4.3. in>(Zt(I ,S/J)) is generated by monomials of degree≤ t(regI+1)+reg(S/J).

Proof. We say thateu⊗v∈Kt(I ,S/J) divideseu′⊗v′ ∈Kt(I ,S/J) if eu = eu′ andv divides
v′. We prove the statement by induction ont. In this proof, we assume that all the elements
are homogeneous with respect to theZn-grading.

We first consider the caset = 1. For a monomialv∈ S, we write max(v) (resp. min(v))
for the maximal (resp. minimal) integerk such thatxk dividesv. Let

A=
{
[ fi ]⊗xk− [ fi(xk/xmax( fi))]⊗xmax( fi) : i = 1,2, . . . ,m, k< max( fi)

}
⊂ Z1(I ,S/J)

and
B=

{
[ fi ]⊗v : i = 1,2, . . . ,m, v∈ G(J : fi)

}
⊂ Z1(I ,S/J).

Note that any element inA∪B has degree≤ reg(I)+ reg(J) = reg(I)+1+ reg(S/J). We
claim that, for anyg∈ Z1(I ,S/J), in>(g) is divisible by the initial term of an element in
A∪B.

Let g∈ Z1(I ,S/J) with in>(g) = [ fi ]⊗ v. If min(v) < max( fi), it is clear that[ fi ]⊗ v
is divisible by the initial term of an element inA. Suppose min(v) ≥ max( fi). Then, by
the definition of the ordering≻, g itself is divisible byv. Then in>(g/v) = [ fi ]⊗1, which
implies thatg/v= [ fi ]⊗1 sinceg is homogeneous andfi ∈ G(I). Then, sinceφ(g) = 0,
we havev fi ∈ J. This fact says thatg is divisible by an elements inB.

Now we consider the caset > 1. Suppose that the statement holds forZt−1(I ,S/J). Let
g∈ Zt(I ,S/J) with deg(g) > t(regI +1)+ reg(S/J), and let in>(g) = eu1 ∧ ·· · ∧eut ⊗ v,
whereeu1 ≻ ·· · ≻ eut . We will show that there is an elementg′ ∈ Zt(I ,S/J) with deg(g′)<
deg(g) such that in>(g′) divides in>(g).

Case 1: Suppose max(v) ≥ max( fu1). Let ℓ = max(v). Then, by the definition of
the ordering≻, ℓ = max(v fu1 · · · fus) and the elementg is divisible byxℓ. We claim that
g/xℓ ∈ Zt(I ,S/J).

Supposeg/xℓ ̸∈ Zt(I ,S/J). Write φ(g/xℓ) = ∑p
k=1euk ⊗ ckvk, whereck ∈ K \ {0} and

vk is a monomial inS which is not inJ. Thenxℓvk ∈ J and max(vk) ≤ ℓ by the choice
of ℓ. Also, since deg(g) > t(regI +1)+ reg(S/J), degvk > regI + t + reg(S/J) ≥ regJ.
Hence there is a monomialwk ∈ J which strictly dividesxℓvk. SinceJ is Borel-fixed and
max(vk)≤ ℓ, such a monomialwk can be chosen so thatwk dividesvk, which contradicts
vk ̸∈ J.

Case 2:Suppose max(v)< max( fu1). We write

g= a+e1.b,

as in Eq.(5). Thenb ∈ Zt−1(I ,S/J) and in>(b) = eu2 ∧ ·· · ∧ eus ⊗ v. By the induction
hypothesis, there is anh ∈ Zt−1(I ,S/J) with degh ≤ (t − 1)(regI + 1)+ reg(S/J) such
that in>(h) divides in>(b). Let in>(h) = eu2 ∧ ·· · ∧ eus ⊗ δ . Take an elementxi which
dividesv/δ .

Observe that[ fu1]⊗xi − [ fu1(xi/xmax( fu1)
)]⊗xmax( fu1)

∈ Z1(I ,S/J) sincei ≤ max(v)<
max( fu1). Then the element

g′ = ([ fu1]⊗xi − [ fu1(xi/xmax( fu1)
)]⊗xmax( fu1)

).h∈ Z1(I ,S/J)Zt−1(I ,S/J)⊂ Zt(I ,S/J)

satisfies the desired conditions. Indeed, in>(g′) = eu1 ∧·· ·∧eut ⊗δxi divides in>(g) and

deg(g′)≤ reg(I)+1+(t −1)(regI +1)+ reg(S/J) = t(regI +1)+ reg(S/J)< deg(g),
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as desired. �

Theorem 4.4.Let I and J be Borel-fixed ideals. Then

regZt(I ,S/J)≤ t(regI +1)+ reg(S/J).

Proof. By Proposition 1.4, we may assume thatI is generated in a single degree. Consider
the decomposition Eq.(8) before Lemma 4.2. Then we have

reg(Zt(I ,S/J))≤ reg(in>(Zt(I ,S/J))) = max{regeu ⊗Lu/J : u ⊂ [m], #u = t}.(9)

On the other hand, by Lemmas 4.3, eacheu ⊗Lu/J is generated by elements of degree
≤ t(regI +1)+ reg(S/J). ThusLu is generated by monomials of degree≤ t + regS/J.
SinceLu is Borel-fixed by Lemma 4.2, the result of Eliahou and Kervaire [EK] shows that
regLu ≤ t + reg(S/J). Also the short exact sequence

0−→ J −→ Lu −→ Lu/J −→ 0

shows regLu/J ≤ max{regJ−1, regLu} ≤ t + reg(S/J). Then the desired statement fol-
lows from Eq.(9). �

From the above theorem, we get the next bound for the regularity of Koszul homology.

Corollary 4.5. Let I and J be Borel-fixed ideals. Then

regHt(I ,S/J)≤ (t +1)(regI +1)+ reg(S/J)−2.

Proof. Let bi = regBi(I ,S/J), zi = regZi(I ,S/J) andhi = regHi(I ,S/J). Then, the stan-
dard short exact sequences relating Koszul cycles, boundaries and homologies show that
bi = zi+1−1 andhi ≤ max{bi −1,zi} for all i. Hence, by Theorem 4.4, we have

regHt(I ,S/J) = ht ≤ max{zt+1−2,zt} ≤ (t +1)(regI +1)+ reg(S/J)−2,

as desired. �
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